Getting Around Missing Letters

There are letters missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line beside each word with missing letters.

1. •O•OT•E
2. •Y
3. C•N
4. Al•O
5. M•E
6. •NA
7. •A•N
8. F•GH
9. U•AD
10. •RS•O•R
11. HLI•R
12. •A•ED
13. •AR
14. •LAG
15. •LY
16. TIME
17. •RAN•R
18. •RN
19. •G•N
20. D•E

1. Another word for a train.
2. Covered in frozen water. Very cold.
3. Operating a pedal bike.
4. Place where planes land and leave from.
5. Cross between a donkey and a horse. Has a reputation for being stubborn.
6. An artificial waterway.
7. A small room on a ship.
8. Goods carried on a ship, train, truck or plane, usually in large quantities.
9. Without added lead.
10. A measurement of an engine’s power described in terms of the animals that pull carriages.
11. A flying machine that moves by means of rotary blades.
12. Late.
13. Charge for travelling, e.g. on a bus.
14. Refers to distance travelled by a vehicle.
15. Moving through the air.
16. Tells you when buses, trains and ferries arrive and/or depart.
17. Way of getting from one place to another.
18. A long trip.
19. The vehicle part that produces motion.
20. Operating a motor vehicle.

JOURNEY DRIVE TIMETABLE CANAL UNLEADED
MILEAGE FLYING DELAYED ICY CABIN
HORSEPOWER TRANSPORT CYCLING AIRPORT MULE
HELICOPTER LOCOMOTIVE FARE FREIGHT ENGINE
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